Addendum #2

This Addendum to the above mentioned Invitation to bid dated August, 2014 is made with the purpose of following:

**Section 3a: Technical specifications**

**Item #11. Organizer:**
The Description / Specifications of Goods should now read without “Yellow highlighter” in the text

**Item #20. Staples big:**
The Description / Specifications of Goods should now read as:

*Staples for stapler #26/6, made from steel. Size of staples #26/6, 1000 staples in pack.*

**Items #36-38. Pen:**
The Description / Specifications of Goods should now read without “3 coloured pens in one pack” in the text

**Item 51. CDs:**
The Description / Specifications of Goods should now read as:

*CD-R, capacity: 700MB, speed: 12x*

**Item 53. DVD RW discs:**
The Description / Specifications of Goods should now read as:

*OEM 4.7GB 8 x / 16 x DVD + / - R High Capacity And Data Transfer Rate Dvd-RW Blank Disc*

**Section 5: Bidder Information Form**
Stroke 9 of the table should now read as:

*Value and Description of Top three (3) Biggest Contract for the past three (3) years*

All other terms of the bidding documents remain unchanged and valid.

This Addendum makes an integral part of the bidding documents for Long Term Agreement for supply of stationery for UNDP in Uzbekistan ITB/001/14.